
 
 

 

 

 

by Zoe Cosato, senior editor  

   On February 5, at the Redfield High School gym, the community will come together to 

celebrate the life of the always-smiling, basketball loving, SDSU number one fan sixth grader, 

Logan Klebsch. Logan lost his life in a tragic ATV accident on September 1, 2014.  

   Logan was always a born basketball fan, well known for always asking his mother for just a 

few more minutes on the court, just one more time. In honor of Logan’s immense love of the 

sport, Redfield will come together one more time to celebrate 

the one-of-a-kind Klebsch. The celebration will take place at 

the Redfield/Doland Boys’ Basketball Game against 

Clark/Willow Lake. At the Redfield game, attendees will be 

able to meet “Jack the Rabbit”, watch SDSU cheer and dance 

performances, enjoy “World famous” SDSU ice cream, and 

enjoy blue and yellow cotton candy in addition to everything 

else an RHS boys’ basketball game has to offer.  

   Even a stranger to Logan could easily pick up on his cheerful 

attitude, never ending smiles, and immense love of sports. 

Logan gave everyone the motivation they needed on and off 

the court with his infectious inspiration and friendly attitude. 

Even though Logan is gone, he is still giving through the lives of the people he touched. 

Everyone from teammates to teachers, peers to parents, best friends to big 

brother could tell you what a truly incredible and kind person Logan was. True 

to his kind nature, the game at RHS will also feature the “Samaritan Feet 

Fundraiser." For every pair of shoes that is donated to the Samaritan Feet 

Fundraiser, the contributor will receive a coupon for a free bag of popcorn. All 

the shoes donated will go to Coach Nagy’s cause. Logan always wanted to be 

an SDSU Jackrabbit, so participants will be asked to wear blue and yellow, a Logan 

Klebsch T-Shirt, or some SDSU apparel. Gone but still giving, Logan lives on.  

 

 


